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ABSTRACT

The aims of the research are to describe the importance of word formation knowledge
for translators in translating the Indonesian word classes (verbs, nouns, and
adjectives) into English and to contrast the translation of Indonesian word classes
(verbs, nowis, and adjectives) into English in order to  find out the equivalence and
shifts in form and meaning. The result shows that there are two main categories
which are equivalence and shift. This research produces wo data or iuo%. The
result of this research shows that the shift occurs more than the equivalence, with
the percentage of 66% shift, and the equivalence with the percentage of 34 %. The
equivalent category in verb word class: Textual equivalence in Syntactic, Linguistic
equivalence in Syntactic. The equivalent category in noun word class: Textual
equivalence in Morphological and Syntactic, Linguistic  equivalence in Morphological.
The equivalent category in adjective word class: Textual equivalence in Syntactic,
Linguistic equivalence in Syntactic. The shift category in verb word class: Structure
shifts in Morphological, Unit shifts in Morphological and Syntactic. The Shift
category in noun word class: Structure shift in Word Order of Syntactic, Unit shift
in Syntactic, Intra system shift in Syntactic. The shift category in adjective word
class: Structure shift in Morphological and Syntactic. Based on the result above,
so it can be concluded that the word formation knowledge is important for
translators in translating the word classes, because the processes of word formation
may help students to identify the word classes by using their markers.
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INTRODUCTION

This research was conducted to find out
the comparison between the Indonesian
and the English verbs based on their
markers. Basically, the English verbs are
more complex than the Indonesian verbs,
because in the sentences, the English verbs
can change form according to tenses.
Therefore, the writer would like to contrast
the Indonesian verbs to the English verbs.

The reason why this topic is interesting
to be discussed because many Indonesian
people especially the Indonesian students
are confused in differentiating the markers
of the Indonesian and the English verbs,
while as students, they must understand
word class marker.

This research is important to be carried
out because it is difficult for Indonesian
students to translate the Indonesian into
English especially in verbs, since the
markers of the Indonesian and the English
verbs are different. Furthermore, in writing
English verbs sometimes the Indonesian
students make mistakes in verb tenses

because they do not know its verb markers.
In speaking and listening as well,
sometimes they cannot speak fluently and
listen clearly what the speaker said.
Generally, this is because the structures of
both languages are different. By means of
that reason, this research may help
students to identify the verb word class bv
using its markers. For example: (SL) the
Indonesian verbs of*Petani itu menanam

sayur-sayuran di kebuiv the morphological
marker of the Indonesian verb is
1inflectional prefix me-1active transitive'
is translated into English (TL) 1The Farmer
planted vegetables in the garden

*

 the

morphological marker of the English verb
is 'inflectional suffix -ed 'simple past<.

THEORETICAL REVIEW

Translation

According to Owen (1996:1), translation
is the transfer of the meaning of a text
(which maybe a word or a text) from one
language to another. Machali (2000:60)
noted that translation as an operation
performed on languages: a process of
substituting a text in one language for a
text in another. While, Larson (1998:3)
said that translation is basically a change
of form. In translation, the form of the
source language is replaced by the form of
receptor (target) language.

It can be concluded that translation

consists of transferring the meaning of the
source language into the target language.

Contrastive Linguistic Approach in
Translation

Nickel (1971:1) said that contrastive
linguistic approach is one way of
introducing a new method in foreign
language teaching, which
contrasts/compares the first language of
the students or Li to the second language
or foreign language which the students
learned or L2. In the translation is Source

language or SL to the Target Language or
TL.

The foreign-language grammars make
use of the contrastive approach when they
compare constructions or functions of the
target language with those of the source
language (Fries, 1973:4)-

It can be concluded that contrastive

linguistic approach can be applied in
translation, because in the translation, the
students,

 language as Li becomes the
Source Language text and the foreign
language which the students learned as \n
becomes the Target Language text.

The Verb Markers

The Verb markers are used for identifying
a verb word class. A word class marker can

be an affix or a function word which
characterizes a word class. The verb

markers consist of the morphological and
the syntactic markers (Richard at all, 2000
from http: / /www. papyr.com /
hvpertextbooks/grammar/pi-verb.htm).

The Morphological Markers

Indonesian Verbal Inflectional
Prefix Markers

1) me- 
*active transitive, in the word

menolong 
>

to help
*

 is a verb from the

word tolong 
"

help,, in the word
membaca 1to read, is a verb from the
word baca 'read,

, in the word
menyanyi 

'to sing
"

 is a verb from the

word nyanyi 1

sing
'

, in the word
mengasah 

'

to sharpen
,

 is a verb from

the word as ah 1sharpen
,

.

2) ber- 
'active, in the word frermain 'to

play
, is a verb from the word main

1play
3) di- 

'

passive
, in the word c/iambil *taken,

is a verb from the word ambil *take,

4) ter- 
"within the situation, in the word

fermakan "eaten
,

 is a verb from the

word makan 1

eat
"

Indonesian Verbal Inflectional

Suffix Markers

1) -kan *causative; expressing causation;
imperative, in the word kerjakan *do'
is a verb from the word kerja 'work,

2) -i 
1

causative; repeatedly; imperative
,

in the word tanami 1cultivate1 do, is a
verb from the word tanam "

plant
,
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